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Abstract 
The general idea behind Agile is that a project needs to be flexible, evolving, and adaptive. Agile 
design supports the idea that design must stay close to often evolving user needs. It is mostly applied 
in situations where the user requirements may not be fully understood at the beginning of a project, or 
where the requirements change. It facilitates the management of specific tasks, since it allows 
flexibility and continuing development. Agile is an up-and-coming methodology that is embraced with 
innovation and is used in industrial processes.  

On the other hand, a significant chasm exists between the knowledge obtained through university 
courses by learning the theoretical background and the practicality of this knowledge and how exactly 
it can be applied to real-world professional scenarios. This chasm can only be eliminated in case 
scholars are supplied with the appropriate up-to-date knowledge and obtain a wide range of 
experience that exposes them to real-world needs.  

Technology, and more specifically serious games, can support knowledge development and retention 
among students by simulating real-word practices in a virtual and safe environment. Through serious 
games students have the opportunity to address their lack of practical experience, acquire self-
confidence, and succeed. Agile learning processes may further allow students to influence the 
learning process in relation to their interests and needs taking into account industry requirements for 
employment, thus promoting the competitiveness and employability of learners as future 
professionals.  

This paper presents project LEAP, which aims at exposing higher education students to agile 
practices applied in industry in preparation for a smooth transition into the job market. The project 
develops a serious game through which students are exposed to agile practices deployed in 
professional settings. The LEAP serious game is based on an active and problem-based 
methodological learning framework. The LEAP serious game will be validated in learning experiments 
that engage higher education students and their instructors in Greece, Estonia, Spain, the U.K., and 
Portugal. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays society is faced with many difficulties such as preparing students to be useful members of 
the society and enter industry evenly. Higher education takes charge of this important role, facing the 
danger of providing them obsolete knowledge that would not be up-to-date, especially when it comes 
to the industrial sector. Students should be equipped with valid knowledge that will enable them to 
apply everything they have already learned in theory in real-world scenarios. Building the skills and 
competencies needed in the world of work is challenging due to fast-paced technology evolution and 
the continuous development of the industry.  

Agile manufacturing is a strategy that can create flexible or virtual organizations to meet the 
customer’s increasing expectations. Lean methods offer qualitative products at low price by removing 
inventory and waste from manufacturing whereas agile manufacturing is a strategy that enables its 
users to face the needs of even more demanding customers on an individual basis. The 
aforementioned strategy is based on ten pillars that are founded on lean philosophy and its tools: 
focus on core competencies, teamwork, rapid prototyping, continuous improvement, multi-skilled and 
flexible workforce, empowerment, virtual enterprise, ICT (Information technology and communication), 
concurrent engineering, and change and risk management. 

The general idea behind Agile approach is that a project needs to be flexible and evolving, thus 
adaptive [1]. Nevertheless, something that should be taken into account is that agile isn’t a panacea 
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for every project or industry. It fits in cases in which there are innovative characteristics (such as 
evolving requirements, changing priorities and flexible deliverables). Agile cannot be considered as an 
efficient approach when it comes to industries where the requirements and the final deliverables are 
strict. However, the agile strategy is remarkable for many industries beyond software development. 
Experimenting about the proper use and the effectiveness of the aforementioned tactic by applying it 
to other kind of industries can take months or even years to bear fruit. Furthermore, there is a variety 
of tools available that are meaningless if applied to non-software contexts; the teams that wish to 
experiment with emerging project management and implementation approaches, such as agile, are 
left to fend for themselves, sometimes inventing new project tracking systems with spreadsheets or 
other ad-hoc tools. The agile approach can be challenging to implement when a project is of 
significant size, when teams are distributed, or when the approach is applied in big organizations with 
set corporate cultures. But one thing is certain: applying agile practices in education and linking this 
knowledge with industrial practices can have efficient results. 

The difficulty that may exist in applying agile in wide contexts that go beyond small well integrated 
teams and contained projects can be dissolved by understanding and applying the main ideas of the 
approach and accepting the difficulties of scaling the process up. For instance, if a team seems to be 
lazy, agile won’t make them productive. If a team is sloppy and haphazard, agile won’t make them 
organized. However, if people work on projects in which agile is recommended, they will probably do 
better with agile than without it because its “Manifesto” [2] emphasizes on people rather than 
processes. What is more, the process focuses on people interactions. In practicality, this means that 
the team’s communication and interaction is so frequent that it may result in time looping in on the 
activities of its members both within teams and with the customer; this way the participants of this 
team take part in daily scrum meetings, which maintain a consistent feedback loop. This loop assists 
teams to act in accordance with what customers ask and what beta testers and the market display.  

Adopting an agile approach of looping clients into every stage of the process and producing a constant 
stream of deliverables enables clients to really participate in the whole procedure and feel they have 
the final say. They can vision how their requirements can adhere to a real world context. The more 
frequent the communication is, the better a team can incorporate changes. 

According to the Agile Manifesto [2], individuals and interactions are more valuable than processes 
and tools, meaning that it is more significant for a team to have an effective cooperation of its 
members; moreover, working software is more important than comprehensive documentation, 
meaning that the value of the software is above the manuals or even the complicated diagrams that 
may exist; the customer cooperation is one of the features with which agile differentiates itself from 
other approaches, since the customers know exactly what they want, so setting them as an active 
member of the procedure can maximize success; responding to change and adapting a pre-set plan 
so as to integrate it is one the greatest advantages that [2] distinguishes agile from other approaches. 

People are hesitant when they think about using agile. The first reason of being diffident is that agile 
software development methodologies are recently obtained. The oldest ones are defined in the mid-
1990s. The Agile Alliance was loosely formed in the spring of 2001. Agile Modelling (AM) was first 
clarified in the autumn of 2000 and was published in March of 2002 as a book. 

It is considered that the expectations of people who seek for proof aren't realistic. Geoffrey Moore, in 
the book “Crossing the Chasm” describes five types of profiles of technology adopters: the innovators, 
who chase new concepts forcefully, the early adopters who purse the change at small ages, the early 
majority who researches elaborately before adopting a new concept, the late majority who are 
preoccupied whether they are able to handle a new concept they should adopt and laggards who don't 
prefer any changes at all. People who fit the profile of the “innovator” or “early adopter” gain brand-
new information and then they need to tailor it for their needs. The early majority will wait for sufficient 
unproved evidence. In February 2006 Scott Ambler wrote his belief about crossing the chasm. 

There is significant evidence that iterative and incremental development works. Craig Larman, in 
Chapter 6 of his book “Agile and Iterative Development: A Manager's Guide” summarizes writings that 
are relevant with both iterative and incremental (I&I) development. He makes a very strong case that 
proof exists that agile software development does work, practices such as incremental delivery and 
iterative approaches which embrace change.  

There is growing survey evidence that agile works better than traditional. The DDJ 2007 Project 
Success Survey [3] showed that “Agile projects had a 72% success rate, compared with 63% for 
traditional and 43% for offshoring. The DDJ 2008 Agile Adoption Survey [4] showed that people using 
agile lead to hope that agile will get a foothold. Agile strategies seem to be low risk. 
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Introducing students of higher education to agile practices and enabling them to experience real 
engineering scenarios offers them a great opportunity of proceeding from theory to practice. The 
LEAP project exposes higher education engineering students to agile industrial design through serious 
games that integrate scenarios inspired by real life.  

2 DEFINING THE CURRENT SITUATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN 
RELATION TO PROMOTING AGILE DESIGN CONCEPTS 

2.1 National Policies that link industry to learning practices 
According to the EU higher education modernization agenda, the sector faces significant challenges 
today in its mission to prepare young adults that will effectively enter the work force [18]. The 
challenges include a need for higher completion rates, higher quality and relevance of education in 
developing human capital, and strengthening the ties between education, research, and the work. 
Introducing emerging industrial practices into higher education, such as agile industry design 
processes, can contribute to reaching these goals. Following is a summary of what takes place in 
specific European countries in relation to linking higher education to industry. 

In Greece, the link between the university and the industry can be reflected as joint programs, 
improvement of academic infrastructures, establishment and operation of new departments that are 
focused on new market trends, research projects, internships, seminars and so forth, all this partially 
aided by European funding. More specifically, the Liaison & Technology Transfer Offices (LTTO) and 
Career Offices (CO) has appeared in 1990s for the first time, funding almost every University hosted 
their valuable service, which has expanded through a wide range of activities, aimed at supporting 
students and alumni in their effort to successfully enter the labor market. Apprenticeship and Practical 
Training Offices establishes a first contact between students and the Labour Market and helps 
students to put in actual use any theoretical knowledge acquired during the formal courses or, in other 
words, link theory with practice. Innovation & Entrepreneurship Units makes a serious attempt aided 
by the National Strategic Reference Framework (2007-2013) and in particular the Operational 
Program “Education and Lifelong Learning”, that fostered the establishment and operation of various 
innovation and entrepreneurship units in most Higher Education institutes (Xenos, 2011). One of its 
actions is counseling and mentoring through networking. Last but not least, Science Technology Parks 
such as the IASP (International Association of Technology Parks), argues that the institution of 
Science Technology Parks (STP) should be considered as an initiative with strong links with 
Universities and Research Institutes. The first STP that ever appeared in Greece thanks to the 
initiative of the Foundation Technology Hellas (FORTH), was the Science and Technology Park of 
Crete (Heraklion), in the early 90s, while shortly after were established more Science Parks in Patras, 
Thessaloniki, Athens ("Leucippus" was created by the NCSR "Demokritos") in Lavrion (Cultural 
Technology Park by NTUA), in Volos (Thessaly Technology Park) and in Ioannina. 

In Estonia, Estonian Entrepreneurship Growth Strategy 2014-2020 [5] promotes entrepreneurs and 
development of new products and services. The strategy targets government demand through public 
procurements for promoting innovative products and services. Start-up Estonia program [6] focuses on 
supporting development of learning modules about entrepreneurship, spin-offs and interdisciplinary 
approaches using the agile development methods and minimum viable prototypes. Estonian lifelong 
learning strategy 2020 [7] promotes lifelong learning, human resources, and competences. Strategy 
Smart and active nation 2015-2018 targets more researchers and engineers. Last but not least, the 
Research and technology pact 2015 [8] integrates different stakeholders in research, engineering and 
technology and education to enable and promote career, rises the quality of engineering at all levels 
and kinds of education. 

In Spain, the Computer Science White Book (ANECA, 2005) does not contain any reference to agile 
or lean methodologies, despite being oriented to the preparation of the engineer for the professional 
practice. However, throughout the book there are some features, competencies and goals directly 
related to the aforementioned methodologies. Proyecto Universidad Empresa (PUE) [9], founded in 
1998, is an important company for the technological dissemination and update of formal education 
teaching staff. It manages the academic projects of multinational companies in the IT sector. Since 
then, PUE participates in the different phases of the training process: teacher training, management 
and assignment of educational projects, provision of equipment, licenses, teaching materials and 
management of the issue of certificates. Considering the autonomy that the universities have by law 
and that the programs established by ANECA do not define the contents or the subjects but the 
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competences, it is universities’ responsibility to define them. There are courses that are related to the 
agile and lean methodologies at the University of the Basque Country, the Universitat Politècnica de 
Catalunya (UPC BarcelonaTech) and the University of Granada. 

In Portugal, the link between high education institutions, companies and industry is not strong. 
Collaborations between universities and industry regarding I&D have decreased between 2008 and 
2013, in Portugal, according to the past global competitiveness reports (World Economic Forum, 
2013) and this is exactly one of the negative factors associated to Portuguese national economy: the 
weak university-enterprise link. The agreement “Portugal 2020” has as one of the main objectives to 
bring closer together the universities knowledge and scientific system to industry. A National 
Innovation Agency was created as the main public entity to address the issue of linking knowledge, 
skills and competences developed in higher education to industry practices. Faculdade de Engenahria 
da universidade do Porto (FEUP), has a Commission for linking university to industry. There are 
relevant courses at the Integrated Master Degree in Medicine from Universidade da Beira Interior, at 
the Universidade do Algarve, at the Universidade do Minho. GILT research group from Instituto 
Superior de Engenharia do Porto created a haptic simulator called “Forces of Physics” to help learners 
under-stand the relation between the theoretical physics concepts and their practical application. 

The above demonstrate a good understanding of the need to bring education closer to the world of 
work. However, more benefits can be offered through the integration of technology in educational 
practices towards linking curricula to professional needs.  

2.2 Typical practices in HEI for students’ exposure to industrial practices and 
entrepreneurship through ICT  

In relation to offering educational experiences linked to agile practices, following is a brief description 
of institutions that integrate agile concepts into higher education curricula in specific countries. 

In Greece, there are fourteen Universities, Technical Universities and Technological Educational 
Institutes / Universities of Applied Sciences in Greece that appear to have sections of courses or even 
courses related to the agile and lean processes.  

In Estonia, Universities offer agile software development courses for IT students, additionally project 
management courses and trainings cover LEAN methods as one topic, and it is used as part of the 
start-up team programs for students in some universities. The universities that are occupied with the 
aforementioned methodologies are the Tallinn University, Tallinn Technical University and Tartu 
University, whereas several training providers provide training for LEAN such as TJO Consultations 
[10], LeanWay [11] and Addenda [12].  

In Spain, some universities that present actions in relevance with agile are: the Polytechnic University 
of Madrid (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, UPM), the Carlos III University in Madrid (UC3M), the 
University of Alicante (specifically, in the Escuela Politécnica Superior, Universidad de Alicante) and 
the University of La Laguna. In Spain, there are either serious games or platforms (such as e-
Adventure, Agile Moodle, Trello and Google Drive for project development and Kanban board activity).  

Last but not least, Portuguese are one of the European people that play less videogames. In what 
concerns serious games in higher education in Portugal and according to a study done by 
Universidade Aberta (Lopes & Oliveira 2013), it is accurate to say that the use of serious games is 
rare. Nevertheless, there is significant action to the Universidade do Minho about serious games such 
as eCITY and The Gaball project. Furthermore, at the Integrated Master Degree in Indus-trial 
Engineering and Management at Universidade, the design of a production system using Lego® 
Mindstorms® NXT building blocks is mentioned (Moreira, Alves & Sousa, 2012). Universidade do 
Algarve makes use of a simulator in the Bachelor Degree in Enterprise Management. There are also 
references for the Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto. Moreover, there are 5 more Educational 
Institutes that are mentioned to provide e-learning and similar services (such as Teleformar and 
MOODLE). 

3 A QUICK REVIEW OF SERIOUS GAMES 
Following is a quick review of serious games designed for wide audiences as well as specifically for 
addressing knowledge and skill development related to agile processes. 
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3.1 A quick background review on serious games 
Although serious games are often proposed as stand-alone solutions, they can also serve as entry 
points into a comprehensive training pipeline and serve a primary purpose that goes beyond the 
aspect of pure entertainment. In the case of LEAP, the proposed serious game serves as a tool for 
developing students’ agile skills and inspiring agile practices in order to effectively link higher 
education engineering to industry. 

If it were significant to categorize the digital games, three different categories would come up: the 
(educational) computer games, which can help students engage in immersive learning experiences for 
delivering specified learning goals, outcomes and experiences; online games, which include either 
plain text-based environments or involve complex graphics and virtual worlds that are used by large 
numbers of players at the same time; digital simulations, namely VR systems for instructional 
purposes in various contexts such as astronauts’ training, military operations design and practices and 
so forth and serious games, which are strictly instructional video games that promote and support 
game-based learning or computer applications that have a challenging goal, they are fun to play and 
engaging, they also incorporate some scoring mechanism, and supply the user with skills, knowledge, 
or attitudes useful in reality. Playing a serious game generally excites and involves users while 
ensuring the acquisition of knowledge even in a “stealth mode” [21]. Unlike traditional teacher centred 
learning environments, serious games facilitate learner-centred approaches and support experiential 
learning by providing students with concrete experiences and active experimentation. 

Particular examples of the trend of developing serious games for military education are Full Spectrum 
suit of applications and America’s Army both for military use providing practice and training at the 
strategic, operational and tactical levels. Serious games also appear in the education of healthcare 
professionals, which is of primary importance for patient safety such as “Pulse!!”, a game developed 
by Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi, “ABCDE: Virtual Emergency Room”, a game that intends to 
teach basic resuscitation skills, “Air Medic Sky One” that teaches the basics of patient safety. 
“Clinispace” offers immersive 3D virtual environments in a web-based application and enhances 
residents’ and nurses’ training experiences for many typologies of emergency patients. Another field 
that seems to take advantage of the potential of serious games is (emergency) management, for 
instance, dealing with terrorist attacks, disease outbreaks, biohazards, health care policy issues, city 
planning, traffic control, budget balancing [22] . Some examples of the aforementioned are below: 
“Virtual Borders” about border security and “vBank” in order to help improve fraud detection and 
financial risk assessment capabilities. 

3.2 Serious games related to fostering agile skills 
A variety of serious games which existed long ago are the following: 

Beergame” or “Beer distribution game” that was originally invented in the early 1960s by Jay Forrester 
and a group of professors MIT as a result of work on system dynamics, to research the effect of 
systems structures on the behaviour of people; “Friday Night at the ER” about managing a hospital 
during a 24-hour period which was originally developed in 1992 by Breakthrough Learning, Inc. 
Another one is “Kanban Pizza Game” [13], which teaches how to get from an existing process to a 
Kanban system, how to visualize it and start modifying it. Moving on, “Lego4Scrum” [14] is largely 
based on the Lego Serious Facilitation methodology [15] that extends the role of Lego bricks as a play 
toy to contribute to design thinking inside large organizations. Next, “Beergame” facilitation software 
[16] is a cross-platform client-server application that allows setting up ad-hoc beergame sessions in a 
class room or workshop context. Last but not least, according to “Knowsy” [17], one of the players 
picks a topic, and then secretly arranges, in order of his or her preference, the items presented. Other 
players then guess at the order in which he or she has arranged them. 

4 THE LEAP INTERVENTION 
The LEAP project promotes not only the development of critical thinking and creativity but also 
adaptability by preparing higher education students to enter the industrial workplace (such as 
engineering)  in an efficient way by being exposed in the context of their formal curricula to industry 
practices such as lean and agile product and service design approaches, by promoting entrepreneurial 
thinking for creatively addressing real-world needs through engineering solutions, by instilling user-
centred mind-sets among students challenging them to design solutions with the needs of the end-
users / consumers in mind. LEAP aims to encourage students to think entrepreneurially and in a user-
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centred manner when designing solutions for real-world problems. Students are expected to 
understand that designing is a developing method that keeps changing as compared to the up-front 
design. 

4.1 LEAP pedagogical methodological design 
The proposed framework adapts industrial agile design methods to educational contexts within project 
and problem-based learning. Game-based approaches complement the proposed agile, collaborative 
learning framework by encouraging learners to role-play by simulating work practices that learners will 
be exposed to in the future as professionals. The core learning approaches can be seen in the root of 
the LEAP didactical framework: problem based learning. 

Students are anticipated to get the main idea of the procedure of Scrum. The students will be exposed 
to this feedback-driven empirical approach and they will perceive the five values of scrum, namely the 
commitment in accomplishing their goals, the courage to make it work by over-looking every liability 
that comes up, the focus on the Sprint Backlog, the openness by outspoken about their work and the 
respect, meaning that their incentive should be benevolent. Furthermore, students will be able to 
differentiate the three roles that exist in a scrum team. More specifically, the product owner, the 
development team and the Scrum Master. What is more, they should be capable of accepting the 
essential communication skill that a good product owner should have, so as to organize milestones 
reviews, educate stakeholders in the development pro-cess or even negotiate priorities, objectives, 
funding and schedule. As far as it concerns the development team, students will be exposed to a 
virtual reality that will make them grasp how this kind of team functions. They will also have to 
eliminate every single hindrance that comes up and they will get the main idea of being a Scrum 
Master. 

LEAP is based on Problem-based Learning (PBL), an instructional method of hands-on, experiential 
and active learning methodology that is centred on trial-error and investigation processes that lead to 
the resolution of complex real-world problems. In a PBL context, teachers don’t merely provide facts or 
“transfer” knowledge and then test students’ ability to memorize and recall facts but they encourage 
them to apply the newly “acquired” knowledge to a wide range of situations and make their way of 
thinking more abstract in its application. 

LEAP adopts the principles of the constructivist learning. Some of the features of this method is that 
knowledge is a socially constructed “product” that stems from interaction and the effort to (self–other) 
regulate knowledge; and knowledge is “invented” by learners when they seek for help from more 
experienced persons either these are tutors or peers, about concepts and processes they don't 
completely understand. 

4.2 The LEAP serious game: an on-going design 
The LEAP serious game will expose students to 5 scenarios, all of which are related to agile and lean 
industrial production design. 

Scenario 1: 5s.The scenarios aims to expose students to the 5S methodology (sort, set in order, 
shine, standardize, and sustain). The methodology is used in industry to reduce production costs by 
eliminating unneeded processes. Students are called to set order a physical or virtual place and to 
improve the day to day efficiency of work in a long term manner. A main engine is developed that can 
be adapted to diverse scenarios. In terms of sorting, students are asked to eliminate obstacles on the 
screen, to remove waste, and to move items that cannot be disposed of into a designated area of the 
screen. In terms of setting thing in order, students are asked to sort items in terms of their use. In 
terms of shining, students are encouraged to understand the importance of cleanliness; this is 
demonstrated by tasks taking longer when items are not tidy. In terms of standardization, students 
must ensure that all items are in the right place; in terms of sustainability, students are encouraged to 
repeat the process consistently. The scenario will lead to two separate learning activities on the 
organization of different virtual or physical spaces. Examples may include the organization of a 
pharmacy and its inventory, the organization of an office space, and more.  

Scenario 2: Dice of debt. The scenario allows students to develop an understanding of the concept of 
technical debt. The concept is as follows: if work is not properly organized in the beginning backlog will 
begin to pile up later in project implementation leading to ultimately an ineffective project 
implementation process. 
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Scenario 3: Agile practice. Following the agile process for delivering a product to a client. Students are 
encourage to follow the agile process cycle for designing a product, ensuring that the customer is 
engaged through product implementation, seek customer feedback after the completion of small 
releases, integrate feedback, produce a release, and continue with the same cycle until user 
requirements are met. The scenario will lead to the design of two different activities, similarly to 
scenario 1. The activities will involve building a specific product or service, which may be as diverse as 
designing urban roads that minimize traffic or designing an optimal watering system for farming. 

The game is under development in a 3D environment. Very early stage images of the game are 
demonstrated below.  

  
Figure 1. Early images of the 5S scenario implementation.  

5 INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION  
This paper does not aim to present final outcomes, but rather to demonstrate work in progress and 
ideas concerning the proposed problem-based learning approach that exploits serious games to 
promote agile industrial practices to engineering higher education. The work is not yet concluded, 
however the proposed serious game is well under development. The proposed digital game and 
learning methodologies will be validated in real-life conditions in schools in Greece, Estonia, Spain, 
U.K., and Portugal aiming to generate feedback on acceptance and effectiveness. Learning 
requirements of the schools are taken into consideration and integrated into tool design.  
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